**FLEXEDGE® SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT KIT INCLUDES:**

- (32) STANDARD PIECES
- (4) CUSTOM PIECES
- (4) 90° CORNERS
- (40) 18° ANCHORS
- (14) ADHESIVE TUBES
- (5) LITERS OF UV TOP COAT

**INFORMATION:**
- VB POST & NET SYSTEM (NOT INCLUDED)
- INDICATION OF SAND VB COURT PLAY BOUNDARY (NOT INCLUDED)

**LEGEND:**
- The designer and the manufacturer's residential, commercial and other professionals are responsible for the installation, supervision, and maintenance of any product purchased from AHT, and Declared as EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN AHT'S STANDARDS and warrants no warranty, express or implied, as to the correctness, status, characteristics, or fitness of the products for your specific application. AHT's standard specifications are only provided for general use.